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KEEP YOUR GEAR RUNNING IN THE FIELD



ABOUT FIX IT STICKS
Fix It Sticks is a highly modular multi-tool system featuring a variety of 

specialty tools and torque limiters, along with standard 1/4” bits, to keep 

your gear running at the range and in the field.

Unlike other multi-tools out there, which compromise function for 

portability, Fix It Sticks uses a T-handle concept to give you the best of 

both worlds: shop-level function, paired with light weight and portability.

REPLACEABLES ASSEMBLY
1. INSERT ANY 1/4” HEX BIT  

 INTO ONE END 

2. ASSEMBLE STICKS TOGETHER 

 TO FORM A “T” 

3. MAGNETS HOLD STICKS TOGETHER WHILE IN USE

“L” configuration for  
additional torque

“T” configuration for  
longer reach



TOOLS

STANDARD T-WAY
The T-Way Wrench is permanently 

secured in the T-shape for those 

who want a true shop  

tool experience.

The T-Way Wrench offers 

replaceable bits on all three ends. 

Two short sides allow for amazing 

leverage. The long end provides 

exceptional reach.

16-BIT MULTI-TOOL
Two Fix It Sticks and 16 bits are 

held in a molded bracket for 

portability/storage. Extra room on 

each end can hold two additional 

bits—accepts any standard 1/4” bit. 

Includes: 

 � Two sticks

 � Bracket

 � 16 different bits: 2.5mm, 3mm, 

4mm, 5mm hex, T-10, T-15, T-20, 

T-25, T-30, 1/8”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 

5/32”, 3/16”, Slotted #5, and 

Phillips #1

FISRSH16

TWSH



TOOLS

MODULAR  
T-DRIVE
Configurable T-wrench for 

those who want a true shop tool 

experience, the Modular T-Drive 

offers replaceable bits on all three 

ends. Magnetic bit holders accept 

any standard 1/4” bit. Assembles 

with a knurled thumb screw and 

accepts Fix It Sticks threaded 

accessories.

RATCHETING 
T-WAY 
Our versatile T-wrench now with 

a ratchet feature. The Ratcheting 

T-Way offers three magnetized  

hex receptacles, and a reversible 

ratchet head.

FIS-MTD

TWAY-RATCH



FISTL4-80 (see pricelist)

SMALL & LARGE TORQUE LIMITERS
This versatile, portable, and easy-

to-use add on for Fix It Sticks is 

designed for precise application 

of torque to help prevent over-

torquing—perfect for scope rings 

and bases.

 � Available in a range of torque 

values to cover all shooting and 

optics needs, along with M-Lok 

polymer and metal accessories

 � Torque limiters accept any 1/4” bit, 

and work with any 1/4” bit driver

TORQUE LIMITERS



DELUXE LIMITER KIT
Fix It Sticks Deluxe Field  

Maintenance Kit with Pouch. 

Includes:

 � 15, 25, 45, and 65 inch lbs  

miniature torque limiter

 � T-Way Wrench

 � 16 different bits

 � 1/2” socket and 1/4” bit  

adapter set

 � Deluxe zippered case
 

Models available: 

With T-Way wrench (as shown) FISTLS11-T 

With Modular T-Drive FISTLS11-MTD 

With T-Way wrench & 3/16 extended hex bit FISTLS11-T-B316

2-LIMITER KITS 
Fix It Sticks Field Maintenance Kit 

with Pouch, available in a range of 

torque values.

Includes:

 � Two miniature torque limiters

 � Set of Replaceable Fix It Sticks

 � 16 different bits

 � 1/2” socket and 1/4” bit  

adapter set

Models available: 

65/25 in-lb FISTLS5 |  65/15 in-lb FISTLS6 

45/25 in-lb FISTLS7 |  45/15 in-lb FISTLS8

TORQUE LIMITER KITS



THE WORKS
Everything in the AR/Torque 

Limiter Kit (above), plus Glock 

Front Sight Tool, 1911 Bushing 

Tool, Choke Tube Wrench, 

and Mini Pry Bar.

AR + TORQUE 
LIMITER COMBO
AR-15/AR-10 kit plus the  

Deluxe 4 Limiter Kit in one.

Includes: 

 � T-way wrench

 � Bolt carrier group scraper  

(.223 or .308)

 � Metal pin punch

 � Castle nut wrench

 � Bronze scraper

 � Steel pick

 � Non-marring plastic punch

 � Cleaning brush bit

 � A2 sight adjuster

 � Set of brass cleaning rods

 � Set of two 8-32 thread adapters

 � 24 chrome plated 1/4” hex bits

 � 15, 25, 45, 65 in/lb torque limiters

 � 1/2” socket

 � Zippered soft case

FIS-DUO

FIS-WORKS

FISBENK

BENCH KIT 
Full range of torque 

limiters for shop use.

Includes:

 � 6, 8, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 49, 

55, 60, 65, 80 in-lb torque limiters

 � T-Way wrench

 � Machined aluminum base 



FIX IT STICKS  
ALL-IN-ONE TORQUE DRIVER KIT
Featuring the Fix It Sticks All-In-One Torque Driver. Lightweight and 

compact—the All-In-One Torque Driver Kit will be there when you need it.

Includes:

 � All-In-One Torque Driver 

(15-65 inch lbs)

 � T-Way wrench

 � 15 different bits

 � 1/2” socket and 1/4” bit  

adapter set

 � Zippered case with  

molded holder

FIX IT STICKS 
ALL-IN-ONE 
TORQUE DRIVER 
Tighten down you scope rings, 

mounts, actions screws, etc. 

while in the field, at the range, 

or at home. No more over or 

under tightening your critical 

components.

Just turn the drive handle 

until the hash mark lines up 

with the torque value you need 

(from 15–65 inch-lbs).

Features:

 � Accepts any standard 1/4” bit

 � Fits into any standard 1/4” driver

 � +/- 10% accuracy

FIS-VTD

FISMUTK

ALL-IN-ONE TORQUE DRIVER



AR + ALL-IN-ONE TORQUE DRIVER COMBO
AR-15/AR-10 kit plus the All-In-One Torque Driver Kit.

Includes:

 � Modular T-Drive

 � Bolt carrier group scraper  

(.223 or .308)

 � Metal pin punch

 � Castle nut wrench

 � Bronze scraper

 � Steel pick

 � Non-marring 

plastic punch

 � Cleaning brush bit

 � A2 sight adjuster

 � Set of brass cleaning rods

 � Set of two 8-32 

thread adapters

 � 24 chrome plated 1/4” hex bits

 � All-In-One Torque Driver

 � 1/2” socket

 � Zippered soft case

FIS-ARAIO

ALL-IN-ONE TORQUE DRIVER KITS

THE WORKS
Everything in the AR/All-In-One 

Torque Driver kit (above), plus 

Glock Front Sight Tool, Choke 

Tube Wrench, and Mini Pry Bar.

FIS-WORKS-VTD



CLEANING ROD KIT
Compact cleaning rod kit featuring 

precision machined stainless steel 

rods & brass adapters to protect 

the rifle bore. Integrates with the 

Fix It Sticks multi-tool system. 

Assembles up to 44 inches.

Note: Fix It Sticks Not Included

Includes:

 � Six precision machined 

stainless steel rods 

(8-32 thread)

 � Six .22 caliber brass 

bore adapters

 � Six .30 caliber brass 

bore adapters

 � .22 caliber obstruction tip

 � .30 caliber obstruction tip

 � Ball bearing drive for use 

with Fix It Sticks

 � Carrying case

6.5MM 
ADAPTER KIT
Includes six bore adapters and a 

bore obstruction tip (8-32 thread).

FIS-SRK

FIS65A

KITS



AR-15/AR-10 KIT
The AR Maintenance Kit contains  

numerous bits and accessories to  

help maintain your AR-15 or AR-10. 

Includes:

 � Set of Fix It Sticks

 � Bolt carrier group scraper 

(available in .223 or .308)

 � Metal pin punch

 � Castle nut wrench 

 � Bronze scraper

 � Steel pick

 � Non-marring plastic pin punch

 � Cleaning brush bit

 � A2 front sight adjustment bit

 � Set of brass cleaning rods

 � Set of two bit adapters to allow 

for 8-32 threaded components

 � 12 chrome-plated 1/4” bits

 � Hard or soft carrying case— 

designed to hold any bit/

accessory with a standard  

1/4” base

Models available: 

FIS-SKAR15 (hard case AR-15)  | FIS-SC-SKAR15 (soft case AR-15) |  FIS-SC-SKAR15 (soft case AR-10)



GLOCK KIT
Two custom bits designed to aid 

in the assembly and disassembly 

of Glock handguns /front sights. 

Integrates with Fix It Sticks 

Replaceable Edition and T-Way 

Wrench, along with any standard 

1/4” bit driver. 

Front sight custom bit

 � 3/16” hex thin wall nut driver

 � Integrated magnet holds the 

screw securely in place

 � 3/32” metal pin punch

 � Punch is sized to ensure easy 

removal of all Glock pins by hand

KITS

FIS-GL-CP



ARCHERY KIT
All the tools necessary for field work.

Compact kit contains

 � T-Handle Driver

 � 16 of the most commonly used driver bits 

- 1.5mm, 2.5mm, 3mm hex 

- .050”, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4 hex 

- 2.8mm flat 

- Phillips #1

 � Broadhead wrench

 � 2 stage broadhead/knife sharpener

 � Metal pick

 � Carrying case 

FISAK



ACCESSORIES

MAGNET PATCH
Velcro patch with integrated magnet to keep 

small parts organized while making field 

adjustments. Works with Fix It Sticks soft cases.

EXTENDED BITS
1/4” extended hex bits for hard to 

reach fasteners.

 � 3/16” ball end hex for Remington and  

AICS action screws, etc.

 � 5/32” ball end hex for Ruger 10/22  

V-block, etc. 

1911 BUSHING TOOL
Facilitates barrel bushing removal for both 

government and officer 1911 pistols.

 � Non-marring composite construction

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

SHOTGUN CHOKE TOOL
Fits .410 to 10 gauge shotgun choke tubes.

 � Solid steel construction

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

AIMPOINT BIT
For adjustment of Aimpoint sights.

 � Non-marring composite construction

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

FISMAGP

FIS1911P

FISSCWP

FISAPBP

FISCB316B4 

FISCB532B4 

FISCB18B4



3/8” ADJUSTMENT WRENCH
Works with LaRue style adjustable lock nuts.

 � Solid steel construction

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver 

MINI PRY BAR
Turns your Fix It Stick into a pry bar.

 � Cut outs for use on 1/4,” 5/16,” 3/8”  

fasteners

 � Solid steel construction

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

BROADHEAD WRENCH
Compatible with most fixed blade broadheads.

 � Composite construction protects  

blade edges

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

2 STAGE SHARPENER
Features carbide and ceramic sharpeners to 

keep your edge sharp. Sharpening angles are 

pre-set at 22.5º to achieve a 45º inclusive angle.

 � Precision machined steel

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4” driver

BOTTLE OPENER
Facilitates access to your beverage of choice.

 � Machined from steel bar stock

 � Works with Fix It Sticks or any 1/4”

FLASHLIGHT
Turn your Fix It Stick into a handy flashlight. 

Great for bore inspection or finding lost parts in 

the dark.

 � Machined from aircraft aluminum

 � Batteries included

FIS38AWP

FISMWP

FISBHWP

FISKSBP

FISBOP

FISFL



FIX IT STICKS

4021 N. Ravenswood 

Chicago, IL 60613

P 872.802.3110

F 872.228.8172

E info @ fix it sticks.com

W fix it sticks.com


